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La Pêche presents “Not So Soft” an exhibition of sculpture.  
 
In the 1960s artists began to use cloth, fur, rubber, rope, paper, plastics and other malleable 
materials to make relatively impermanent forms, but which were nonetheless persistent as 
sculptures made from traditional rigid materials.  
 
Sheila Hicks’ Memory Bundle at just less than sixteen inches round is a small meditation on the 
past. Richly colored strings are tightly wound around “a memory” in this instance an article of 
baby clothing belonging to one of her children. The soaring white yarn and cotton Letters, by 
Patty Yoon and Aran Baik, though a similar medium to Memory Bundle has an opposite resulting 
effect. Where Hicks has created is a dense ball that wants to be pulled apart to unearth the 
treasure inside, Letters invites a sense of oneness amongst its loosely crocheted surface. 
 
On the cerebral end of the spectrum are the works by Azikiwe Mohammed and Sakura Maku. 
Mohammed’s wall hangings Free B.G. and Free Max B. are homages to their namesake Rap 
artists as well as the current digital age.  The artist named medium “woven internet” seeks to 
integrate the tangible cotton and data that is all around in the air. Mohammed has immortalized 
the notorious, yet influential, incarcerated rappers in these tapestries and by surrounding them 
with dollar bills, pizza, dolphins and automobiles giving them life beyond the internet. Sakura 
Maku manipulates polyester stuffing, galkyd, pigment, glitter, cotton fabric, bookbinding thread 
(to name a few) to create Side Ruffle, Floor Ruffle, and Hello Beety (Cheebcheebshkaa Ruffle) 
from a 2006/2007 body of work titled “Insta-Ruffle.” Brightly colored and mostly abstract these 
works were born from Maku’s curiosity to see her painted canvas in three-dimension. Her 
bunched and sewn canvases pop off the wall, wiggle on the ground all while displaying iconic 
images of lips as well as a strip from Maku’s original limited edition comic zine 
Cheebcheebshkaa, which explores themes of friendship across socioeconomic status and race, as 
well as intergalactic travel. 
 
The “permanence” of these soft sculptures is created through their tactile surfaces along with 
the sense memories they evoke. The artists featured in Not So Soft continue this conversation of 
duality. 
 
Gallery Hours: Thursday-Saturday, 11am-6pm or by appointment.  hello@gallerylapeche.com 


